Mastering the Therapeutic Process™
Welcome to Level Two!
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WELCOME!



We are delighted you are here!
Class Hours





Hamilton Retreat




Parking, Bathrooms, Rooms, Shoes

Your Personal Comfort is important to us!





7:30am – 6:30pm
We have a lot to cover – please be on time

Blankets, pillows, lounge, mats are available
Exercise clothes, shorts, etc. recommended

Snacks & Lunch


7/15/2012

We provide the basics, feel free to bring what you want
All information is proprietary to New Vistas International - All rights reserved, Copyright 2011, 2012
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MASTERING THE THERAPEUTIC PROCESS™
Your Path to Wholeness

For we are explorers and the
purpose of all our
explorations is to return to
the place from which we
started, and know it for the
first time.
Tolstoy
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WELCOME TO LEVEL TWO!
New Vistas International™ presents:

Mastering the Therapeutic Process™
A Comprehensive Professional Hypnotherapy Certification Program Focusing on

The PAUSE Model of Hypnotherapy™
The purpose of this program is to
assist you in experiencing the power,
the joy, and the creativity of your true
nature, and teach you how to bring it
out in others.
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MASTERING THE THERAPEUTIC PROCESS™
What if you could model being fully Present and
Aware, choose to be at Peace, and respond
thoughtfully to any situation in your life?
What would it feel like to master powerful NLP,
communication, hypnotherapy, trauma
resolution, and counseling skills?

What if you knew your Path to Wholeness?
What if you could teach others how to do the
same, and improve both your lives in the
process?
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THE PAUSE UMBRELLA












PAUSE is a synthesis of:
Clinical Hypnotherapy
NLP Neuro Linguistic Psychology
Integrative Body Movement
Character Structure
The Enneagram
Trauma Resolution
A Course in Miracles
Emotional Freedom Technique
and more…
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YOUR PATH TO WHOLENESS STARTS NOW


P - Present





A - Aware Witness







Release the past from the mind and body.
Free the future by forgiving the past.

S - Surrender





The world is a reflecting pond. It is constantly reflecting you back to you.
When you rest in the Aware Witness, you master perception, which enables you to
master Life.

U - Unwind the Past




Total, passionate embodiment, willing to be open to the pain and pleasure of life.
Players must be present to win.

Life is not a battle to be won or lost. It is about giving and receiving Love.
Resistance is futile, Surrender is serenity.

E – Evoke Essence



Learn what success truly means to you.
What you want, is wanting you.
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LIMITING BELIEFS










Recognizing the outward manifestation of our unconscious
limiting beliefs is a core element of PAUSE.
Once the outward demonstration has been defined, we then follow
the trail inward to the root cause.
Here is where all true therapy lies – in the psychological realm of
the mind.
We utilize hypnotherapy due to its ability to get an individual out of
their outward “story” and directly address the core limiting
beliefs that are held in the unconscious.
Why do we use the tools we use?

 Because

they Work!
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LIMITING BELIEFS







A Decision which initially supports Survival
Limiting Beliefs created by some
significant event, such as trauma, abuse, a
severe misunderstanding, etc. becomes
Locked-in, and Stuck in-time.
We “live in that event”, and unconsciously
sort for similar experiences and emotions
which reinforce our original decisions.
When we are exposed to similar triggers,
this stimulation causes the Limiting Belief
and accompanying emotions to become
amplified and potentially debilitating.
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HOLDING ON TO PATTERNS


The amount of energy required to hold a negative pattern in place
is the same as the energy required to hold a positive pattern.
POSITIVE thoughts or NEGATIVE thoughts

Choose
being
Happy?





OR
Choose
being
Right?

Fear, guilt and anger are powerful negative states which trap and
hold our energy, impede our health, reduce our resources, and
interrupt our capacity to contact the power of our Essential Self.
What are you holding on to?
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THE BATTLE IS NOT WON – IT IS NOT FOUGHT
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MIND MAP – THE CRITICAL COMPONENTS
CONSCIOUS 12%
GATEKEEPER
(SITS IN BOTH THE
CONSCIOUS &
UNCONSCIOUS MIND)
UNCONSCIOUS 88%
SUPERCONSCIOUS

Drawing not to scale…Your brain may vary…
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HPA AXIS
Hypothalamus
Pituitary
Adrenal
Axis (HPA)
•Normal Response to Threat,
or a Perceived Threat
•Amygdala in Limbic System
signals alarm
•Hypothalamus releases
•Corticotropin-Releasing Factor
(CRF)
•Pituitary Gland releases
•Adrenocortico-tropic Hormone
(ACTH)
•Adrenals release
•Epinephrine
•Norepinephrine
•Cortisol
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HOW WE SEPARATE FROM ALL THAT IS

I AM
Creation Bubble

Mask
Self-Identity

Projection
On Other
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SELF AWARENESS

Head

Heart

Belly
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NLP COMMUNICATION MODEL
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FORM AND CONTENT







Form: The appearance or external shape of a thing or person.
Something you can See, Hear, Touch, Taste, Smell
Content: The essence or core aspect of something. The actual
significance or meaning something has within it.
What we truly seek is often not the form, but the content.
Look for what is underneath the Form.

It

is all about the meaning
you give it.
What is “this” truly for?
What is it’s purpose?
What

would change if I were to
get it? Or NOT get it?

What does this Boat mean to you?
Can you get the content
without the exact form?
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WHAT DO WE TRULY VALUE?
Love
Peace
Forgiveness
Trust
Honesty
Tolerance
Gentleness

Joy
Defenselessness
Generosity
Patience
Faithfulness
Open-Mindedness
Harmony
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ESSENCE
It is a state of connectedness with something
immeasurable and indestructible,
something that, almost paradoxically,
is essentially you
and yet is much greater than you.
It is finding your nature beyond name and form.
Eckhart Tolle, The Power of Now
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SHOWING UP
Grounding & Running Energy
 Center of Head
 Grounding Cord to Center of Earth
 Golden Light Streaming Down
 Earth Energy Flowing up
 Mixing, Flowing Healing
 Filling all parts of the Body
 Fountain out of the Top

7/15/2012

All information is proprietary to New Vistas International - All rights reserved, Copyright 2011, 2012
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COOK’S HOOK-UP











Hookups draw attention back to the body’s midline supporting higher-order
thinking and decision-making. With this, muscles relax and mental chatter
quiets. The tongue behind the teeth activates the Reticular Activating System
in the brain that supports focus and balance. (Dennison, Paul, Dennison
Gail, Brain Gym Teachers Edition, 2010 p. 68)
Let’s do what is called a Cook’s Hook-up to help align the mind
Cross your left ankle over the right
Extend both arms in front of you, hands back to back
Cross right hand over left at wrist and clasp fingers together, interlocked.
Tuck clasped hands under and up, and rest them comfortably on your chest.
Inhale, slowly by nose with the tongue behind the upper teeth. Exhale by
mouth, tongue down. Breathing in the belly expands, berthing out the belly
gently contracts.
As client continues slow deep breathing for approximately one minute begin
Gathering Attention
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POWER OF RESOURCING









Resource State: A psychological state that presupposes
adequate information, choices, flexibility in behavior, and one’s
ability to correctly self-reference in directing one’s thoughts, words,
and actions in the world.
It is a state of empowerment where one feels safe, capable,
strong, loved, whole, etc.
We ALWAYS start with a reliable, repeatable Resource State
Establishing a Resource State is a VERY important tool in every
Therapist’s toolbox. It should be done early in the process, and
reinforced whenever possible.
Our approach can be done without the Hypnotherapist being
physically present, for instance, over the phone.
IN NVI’S PROFESSIONAL OPINION, INADEQUATE RESOURCING
COULD BE THE #1 CAUSE OF THERAPEUTIC FAILURE
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THE SIX SENSES












VAAKO/G makes it REAL
Visual
What you See
Audio
What you Hear
Auditory Digital Your Self-Talk
Kinesthetic
What you Feel
Olfactory
What you Smell
Gustatory
What you Taste

What is happening with her?
How do you know?
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BMIR


What and Why is a BMIR?



Behavioral Manifestation of an Internal Representation (BMIR)
Behaviors on the outside which give us a clue about what might be
happening on the inside.
Every time a person's thoughts change, they will show the impact
of new thought through their movements, body language,
breathing, and tonality, and more.
Learning to elicit, capture, and interpret these cues is a critical
component of NLP.
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QUICK WAY TO ANCHOR A RESOURCE


Identify a time when the client was experiencing a
strong positive emotional state.





Turn the feeling up and anchor it to an OK sign
After the feeling dissipates, release the anchor and
Break State






Peak physical experience, Deep Love, Joy, Happiness

Change topic, talk about weather, books, cars, etc.

Stack Anchor by repeating this process with 3
different Resource States to reinforce Anchor
Test the Anchor





Have them fire the Anchor (make OK sign) and ask them
What’s Happening Now?
Watch for BMIRs
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PHYSICAL, EMOTIONAL, MENTAL

Head

Heart

Belly
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BELLY, HEART, HEAD


How Resourced are you in each of these areas?
Rate yourself Right Now - Zero to Ten

 BELLY
 Body Alive,

Charged, Breathing, Grounded

 HEART
 Compassion,

Love, Accepting

 HEAD
 Mind

Clear, Open, Focused, Non-Judgmental
 How are you Challenged in each area?
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HYPNOWORKOUT™
Integrative Body Movement

7/15/2012

All information is proprietary to New Vistas International - All rights reserved, Copyright 2011, 2012
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INTRODUCTIONS


Hi My Name is: _________________

(Share your Dominant Character Structure & Enneatype if you know it.)


Right Now I am Resourced (0 – 10)

 BELLY

 HEART
 HEAD


My main Challenge area is (B/H/H) because _____.
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CONFIDENTIALITY





To address a challenge, you DO NOT need to always know the
specifics with the PAUSE Model.
BUILD RESOURCES
To discuss a problem with a colleague, you do not need to name
names – Character & Enneagram types work great!
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CULTURAL TRANCE










Following the evolutionary path laid out before them, each of us
identifies with a body, a family, and a culture.
An individuated sense of self gradually evolves as each child
accepts, largely unquestioned, the beliefs, images, memories, and
attitudes that have been passed on to them.
The assimilation of cultural information, coupled with the
strategy the child creates to avoid pain, generates the ego.
The child lacks the capacity for critical thinking because they are
living in a hypnogogic trance.
This early conditioning perpetuates a waking trance that begins in
the womb, and without heightened awareness, can continue
throughout life.
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ARE YOU IN A TRANCE?











Without a discriminating mind, the infant and small child in the
hypnogogic trance simply accepts all programming without conscious
choice.
The adult in the waking trance who has not transformed the limiting
beliefs locked in the unconscious mind is not truly making choices.
They are reacting to the world they see based on ancient
programming.
Knowing where & how to look is critical to waking from the trance.
To “Know Thyself” is to reclaim the richness of humanity’s true nature.
A Course in Miracles emphasizes the importance of self-exploration.
“The goal of the curriculum, regardless of the teacher you choose, is
‘Know thyself’. There is nothing else to seek” (T-8.III.5).
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WHAT KEEPS US FROM BEING WHOLE?



Ego - How does it show up?
BODY





MIND





Personality Type
Enneagram

HEART





Character Defense Structure
Trauma

Relationships
Emotions Affected by all of the above

SPIRIT


Fear, Guilt, Shame, and/or Judgment of Self to Source
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CHARACTERLOGICAL DEFENSE SYSTEMS






Wilhelm Reich’s Characterological Defense System is based on
recognizing that the body will take on certain physical features
which represent deep psychological structures that are formed
around our core limiting beliefs.
Our Defensive structures create layers, or filters, which are
comprised of the Mask, the Lower Self and the Core.
Further, the body armament can be seen in five physical
structures:


Schizoid, Oral, Masochist, Psychopath, and Rigid.
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OUR BODY TELLS A STORY


Character Analysis: Part of

of P-A-U-S-E (P- Present)

Our History - including our challenges and
our resources - is etched in our bodies.
As we resist life’s experiences, we
unconsciously interrupt the flow of energy
in the body.

Character Defenses
Schizoid Structure
Oral Structure
Masochistic Structure
Psychopathic Structure
Rigid Structure
7/15/2012
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FOUR CENTERS


FEELING CENTERS



WILL CENTERS



REASONING CENTERS



GROUNDING CENTERS
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FEELING CENTERS








The Feeling centers are located in the front of the pelvis, solar
plexus, and heart.
When the Feeling centers are functioning and in balance, there is
a feeling of warmth, wholeness, and well-being, which generates
comfortable and spontaneous rapport with self and others.
The Feeling centers provide a doorway to intuition. Intuitive
feelings are often reported as sensations, such as a gut feeling
that all is well.
The Heart center can be sensitive to making contact with others,
or conversely to rejection or judgment from others.
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WILL CENTERS







The Will centers are focused in and around the spinal column.
A person with a well-developed will can have a healthy, resilient
ego and a strong sense of purpose.
With a strong will, one is able to channel strength, focus the mind,
and direct energy to accomplish goals.
The will is in balance when it is in service to the Essential Self.
When the will is used in service of the ego, it can generate feelings
of entitlement, separation, and emptiness.
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GROUNDING CENTERS








The Grounding centers, located in the pelvis, legs, and feet,
provide a foundation for being fully P-Present.
Healthy grounding centers are an essential aspect of a stable,
resilient, and flexible ego.
Grounding enables the centered individual to bring their dreams
and visions into reality.
Without grounding, goals often remain unfulfilled dreams and
fantasies.
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REASONING CENTERS







The Reasoning centers are located in the neocortex.
These centers support rational, analytical, and cognitive abilities.
In the Western World, there is a tendency to dwell in the mind
rather than to experience life directly.
This pattern can cause disassociation from feelings, and can
contribute to depression and feelings of alienation.
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THE MASKS OF THE EGO










The mask is the unreal, outer layer of the personality. The mask is an
extension of the ego created to protect the vulnerable inner child from
punishment from others, the fear, anger, and guilt of the lower self, and
the peace of Essential Self.
It is rooted in the misperception that emotional pain and disappointment
can be completely avoided.
Even the most dedicated and loving parents cannot meet all of the
child’s needs and preferences.
Rather than expose negative feelings in the face of frustration, the child
will create a mask in order to be loved and have their needs met.
The mask, designed to please and impress others, restricts the flow of
energy through the body and the child’s spontaneous response to life.
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THE MASKS OF THE EGO











The individual in mask is incapable of being P-Present.
Living on the surface of life, they are cut off from the aliveness of
both their human and divine nature.
Projecting their shadow onto others, they dwell in an idea or
concept of the self, rather than the real self.
All the parts of the individual that are disconnected keep the
person from realizing their full potential.
Living in mask, it becomes impossible to acknowledge human
flaws or the warmth and fulfillment that naturally arise in the
Essential Self.
Ironically, the qualities that make up the mask are imitations
of the intrinsic qualities of the Essential Self.
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THREE CORE MASKS


THE MASK OF LOVE






THE MASK OF POWER





“The love mask will always project being good or nice” Thesenga
This mask hides anger, neediness, helplessness, jealousy, and bitterness.
The prideful mask of power demands control over others.
It denies feelings of fear, self-doubt, and vulnerability.

THE MASK OF SERENITY




The mask of serenity is one in which the feelings of the real self are
denied and the individual withdraws from life by escaping into the intellect
or spirituality.
Disassociated from feelings, instincts, and natural impulses that come
from spontaneously responding to the pleasure and pain of life, the
denied self is numb to the feelings that lie within.
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BELLY, HEART, HEAD


How Resourced are you in each of these areas?
Rate yourself Right Now - Zero to Ten

 BELLY
 Body Alive,

Charged, Breathing, Grounded

 HEART
 Compassion,

Love, Accepting

 HEAD
 Mind

Clear, Open, Focused, Non-Judgmental
 How are you Challenged in each area?
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IMPORTANT TERMS


Transderivational Search (TDS):








The individual’s internal search process to apply meaning or context
to a stimulus.
TDS is a fundamental part of human language and cognitive
processing.
Arguably, every word or utterance a person hears, for example, and
everything they see or feel and take note of, results in a very brief
trance while TDS is carried out to establish a contextual meaning for
it.
Google for the Mind.
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NORMALLY ORGANIZED RIGHT-HANDED PERSON

V

c

V

r

r

c
At

At

K

Ad

VC – Visual Construct
AC – Auditory Construct
K – Kinesthetic

VR – Visual Recall
VC – Visual Construct
AD – Auditory Digital

Eyes Defocused and Unmoving could Indicate Visual Accessing (V)
Or Auditory Digital Accessing
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LEAD REPRESENTATIONAL SYSTEM


A person’s lead or primary representational system is used to access
one system to gain access to others. For instance, a person may lead
with their Visual. Another may lead with Auditory. You can tell their
Lead system by observing their eye activity when doing a TDS.



Common (but not universal) Western layout of eye accessing cues:
Upwards (left/right) -- Visual (V) -- "I can imagine the big picture"
Level (left/right) -- Auditory (A) -- "Let's tone down the discussion"
Down-right -- Kinesthetic (K) -- "to grasp a concept" or "to gather
you've understood."
Down-left Auditory internal dialogue (AD) -- talking to oneself
inside
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LEAD REP SYSTEM PANEL


Visual, Auditory, Auditory Digital, Kinesthetic



How do you know you lead with this Sense?
How do you do that?
How do you learn using this System?
How do you like people to talk to you?





V

c

V

r

r

c
At

At

K

Ad
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BELLY, HEART, HEAD


How Resourced are you in each of these areas?
Rate yourself Right Now - Zero to Ten

 BELLY
 Body Alive,

Charged, Breathing, Grounded

 HEART
 Compassion,

Love, Accepting

 HEAD
 Mind

Clear, Open, Focused, Non-Judgmental
 How are you Challenged in each area?
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COLLAPSING ANCHORS









Use Handout
Identify Challenge & Resources needed
Build strong Anchor – Right Hand (Ok or Open)
Break State
Anchor problem state – Left Hand (Fist)
Collapse Anchors by firing both at the same time
Watch for BMIRs





What’s Happening Now? Look for Integration

Repeat 5x
Future Pace Challenge State – Use Positive Anchor
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PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION


Upon successful completion of New Vistas International’s three
100-hour professional training classes offered within Mastering
the Therapeutic Process™, the student will be awarded the
following internationally recognized certifications:



Level 1: Certified Hypnotist (CH)
Level 2: Certified Hypnotherapist (CHt)
Level 3: Certified Clinical Hypnotherapist (CCHt),
Practitioner Neuro Linguistic Psychology (PNLP)
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